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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
I

Background and Context

The aim of this Sector Gender Profile (SGP) is to identify where gender issues are important for
the development of Côte d’Ivoire's energy sector, and to articulate actions that can be undertaken
to strengthen attention to gender in sector policies and programs. Since the Bank is preparing an
investment project to provide electricity in the South West and to electrify 252 rural localities, this
SGP also seeks to address gender issues as these relate specifically to this project.
II

The Energy Sector in Côte d'Ivoire

Côte d’Ivoire has four primary sources of energy: hydro-electricity; oil; natural gas; and biomass.
Provision of primary energy in Côte d'Ivoire amounted to 11.6 million tons of oil equivalent (ToE),
of which biomass (58%), crude oil (29%), natural gas (12%), and hydroelectricity (1%). Côte
d’Ivoire has 6 hydro units ("usines") with total installed capacity of 604 MW, and 4 thermal power
plants with installed capacity of 1,320 MW, for a total of 1,924 MW of installed capacity. In 2015,
Côte d'Ivoire produced 8,607.9 GWh of electricity, of which 872.3 GWh were exported, representing 10% of total production.
Available data indicate that 77% of the Ivorian population lives in areas that are electrified (2014).
However, only an estimated 25% of households actually have effective access to electricity. Connection costs are high, and this is one of the main obstacles to improving access. The biomass subsector is the principal source of energy consumed, amounting to 70% of total energy consumption
in the country. Households have recourse to traditional stoves for cooking which are not energy
efficient. Access to energy for productive uses remains limited. There is little mechanization in
agriculture, and many industries in the country continue to use wood-based fuels for heating.
The literature on successful rural electrification emphasizes that, while access to electricity
transforms lives, other work is needed to ensure that transformation comes with opportunities.
Building on complementarity across sectors is an essential element of expanding demand for
electricity and other energy services, and strengthening the focus on productive uses.
III

Gender and Energy in Côte d'Ivoire

This sector profile highlights two key dimensions of the access agenda. The first involves making
the push to expand electricity access to the 75% of people in Côte d'Ivoire without access more
gender-responsive by paying more attention to: (i) gender equity in developing access solutions
focused on the poorest and excluded; (ii) gender differences in end-uses of electricity, including
access to appliances supporting such different end-uses, and in opportunities and obstacles for
promoting productive uses of electricity; (iii) gender differences in determining households’
willingness and ability to pay for electricity; and (iv) capturing important gender differences in
the benefits from electrification, including improved security, and alleviating the drudgery of
household work. The second is the challenge of broadening the access agenda beyond electricity
by strengthening policy dialogue for clean cooking solutions for the 87 percent of Ivorians who
continue to use solid fuels for cooking, including but not limited to making clean fuels more
accessible, and focusing more on making better and more sustainable use of existing biomass at
the household level.
The linkages between gender and energy can be summarized in the following terms:
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 Need for gender inclusion in sector policy-making, governance, and employment. Women
are largely excluded from policy-making in the sector, as well as from employment
opportunities, in the key policy-making, oversight, and operational agencies. This is not
necessarily any different from women's representation in other sectors of the Ivorian economy.
 Women are both providers and consumers of energy. The gender division of labor assigns
the bulk of household (domestic) tasks to women. These include often spending considerable
time (and energy) in provisioning their households with fuel for cooking, which primarily
involves fetching fuelwood. The presence or absence of different energy services at the
household level, including electricity for lighting and other purposes, will therefore have a
greater impact on women than on men.
 Men's and women's roles and priorities differ. Men's and women's different responsibilities
in the economy and household mean that their needs for, and uses of, energy services also differ.
While there are undoubtedly many similarities in the ways in which men and women need and
use energy, it is the differences in their uses of energy services, in the benefits they derive from
energy services, or the costs they incur from the absence of such services, that need to inform
sector investment priorities and program design. Field work indicates that women are more
likely to prioritize energy services and appliances, such as refrigeration, grinding mills and
motive power, that reduce the time and drudgery of their domestic tasks.
 Focus on the demand side. There are undoubtedly gender issues in the area of electricity supply
(power generation and distribution), with respect to gender-inclusive employment opportunities
in the sector, and whether there are pro-active policies to facilitate hiring and retaining female
professionals, especially at the technical level (power engineers, electricians). However, much
of the rationale for looking at energy through a gender lens is on the demand side: what happens
once electricity arrives at the community and household: who has access, what is it used for,
and how is it paid for.
 Connection costs and household ability/willingness to pay. These matter both because they
constitute a barrier to effective access to electricity, and because they are integral to the problem
of affordability. Gender differences in access to and control of resources, including cash
incomes, affect both willingness and ability to pay. It is neither appropriate nor accurate to
analyze these variables only at the aggregate level of the whole household.
 Productive uses of electricity. It will be important to identify the different income-generating
activities men and women undertake once they have access to electricity. Appliances such as
refrigeration for ice-making and for preserving food overnight support income-generation.
 Clean Cooking Solutions. The detrimental impacts of traditional cooking fuels (wood,
charcoal, animal waste) have been documented extensively. A gender-informed understanding
of the energy sector necessarily emphasizes the vital importance of this sub-sector and the
multiple benefits that accrue from focusing on ensuring access to clean, reliable, and affordable
cooking fuels.
IV

Review of the Transport and Distribution Network Strengthening Project (PRETD)

The Bank is in the process of preparing an investment project in the South West of Côte d'Ivoire.
The overall goals of the project are to: (i) support the development of economic activities in the
country by ensuring a reliable supply of electrical energy; and (ii) improve the living conditions
of rural people by giving them access to electricity. The main component of the project is to
provide electricity infrastructure through new transmission lines, new substations, and
electrification of 252 rural areas.
The PCN states that women and youth will benefit from rural electrification. The only explicitly
"women-focused" statement is the assertion that women and youth comprise the principal actors
in the areas of handicrafts and petty trade, and that they can therefore be expected to benefit from
economic development in areas that are electrified. The expected benefits of electrification are
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based on assumptions, which are largely implicit, i.e., it will be possible for local businesses to
acquire the equipment needed (e.g., refrigeration) and pay for the electricity consumed.
Work conducted as part of the ESIA refers to participatory processes, but is not explicit as to the
extent of gender inclusion in community consultations. The social impact it is concerned with
relates only to identifying the need for compensation for loss of buildings, land, and economic
activity (crop cultivation) that are directly within the 40m wide zone where the transmission lines
will pass. More troubling from a gender perspective is that the ESIA explicitly states that the
household is the unit of analysis for any compensation required, represented by its head. Coupled
with the absence of any sex-disaggregation of impacts, this means that women might not benefit
at all from any compensation for livelihoods they might have lost, if the compensation that is
deemed appropriate is automatically paid to the (male) household head.
V

Conclusions and Recommendations

Gender is important for energy sector policy and programs in three key respects. First, the push to
increase access to electricity, and especially to the 75 percent of the Ivorian population who lack
access, will benefit from paying more attention to gender equity in developing access solutions
focused on the poorest and excluded, and to addressing important gender differences in uses of,
and benefits from, electrification. Doing so will strengthen the poverty and inclusion focus of the
access agenda. Second, energy solutions for the 87 percent of the Ivorian population who continue
to use solid fuels for cooking are urgently needed, as is tackling the health and welfare costs
associated with solid fuel use. This means paying more attention – at both policy and project levels
– to the biomass sector and to supporting “clean cooking solutions.” Doing so will bring a range
of health, environmental, and energy benefits across many sectors. Third, there are important
opportunities to promote greater gender inclusion in sector institutions and policy-making, and
greater responsiveness to where the constraints and priorities of men and women differ, including
through strengthening economic opportunities for women in the sector. Doing so will contribute
to meeting the Bank's goals of inclusive and green growth, as well as meeting targets for greater
integration of gender considerations into Bank-supported infrastructure operations.
The principal recommendations are as follows. A summary of key diagnostics and action areas is
in the matrix on pp. ix-x below.
For the sector as a whole
 Pro-active measures need to be put in place to ensure that both men and women can
inform sector policy making and that there are inclusive opportunities for
professional development of women in the HR policies of sector institutions.
Incorporate a gender-focused component into HR development policy and strategy, aimed
at ensuring: (i) greater opportunity for women professionals (engineers and technicians);
(ii) greater gender awareness of front-line staff working with clients/customers; and (iii)
systematic awareness-raising and capacity-building in key gender-focused cross-cutting
issues, notably HIV/AIDS and gender-based violence. It is also important for sector
institutions to maintain sex-disaggregated data on employment and career development
opportunities for both men and women in the sector.
 Assess the dynamics of changing electricity consumption patterns. Government should
assess, as a core input into future tariff-setting policy, changes in electricity consumption
patterns resulting from past tariff increases. Disaggregating the analysis by sex within the
household would allow for an understanding of how consumption needs, and decisionmaking power, differ between men and women in the household.
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Assess dynamics of household willingness and ability to pay. Conduct a study on
household willingness and ability to pay for electricity services, with an explicit focus on
poverty- and gender-related dimensions.
Impact on women's time use. Assess the impact of energy interventions on women's time
use and overall workloads (including domestic "care" tasks). This is important not only as
a means of capturing one of the significant, if largely invisible, benefits of energy
investments, but also because reducing women's overall time burdens is essential to
reducing poverty and promoting productive uses of electricity.
Evaluate the performance of key projects (PNIASE-CI, PEPT). Look especially at
results in inclusive electricity access, in providing multifunctional platforms, and in
expanding the use of improved stoves.
Fill key data gaps. Data are needed on: (i) household expenditures on energy; (ii) shares
of consumption by energy source; and (iii) sector investments by source.

For the PRETD
 ESIA, Resettlement, Compensation: Undertake supplemental analysis of environmental
and social impacts, with a view to disaggregating impacts by sex, and identifying
separately where men's and women's livelihoods are affected and their needs for
compensation are specified. Avoid using the household, represented by its head, as the sole
recipient of compensation, and establish other payment methods that enable women to
receive compensation commensurate with losses incurred.
 Electrification of Rural Localities: Ensure equity of access of female-headed households,
and women in male-headed households to connections, to electricity-using devices and
tools that respond to their different needs and priorities, including for alleviating the
drudgery of domestic tasks, and in supporting productive uses of electricity. Prioritize
electrification of public places to enable poorer and under-served members of the
community to access electricity, at least for critical services.
 Female apprenticeships. Consider incorporating into the project a scheme to recruit and
provide technical support to women engineers and contractors in AfDB-funded projects
requiring such skills.
 Focus on a wider range of household energy needs. Consider including a
biomass/household energy component in the support provided under this project, so as to
address a key dimension of gender-differentiated energy needs. A component of this kind
(improved stoves, better use of biomass, improved access to "clean" cooking fuels, such
as LPG), can have multiple benefits across many areas: poverty-reduction, time savings,
improved health (less exposure to indoor smoke and ARIs), slower environmental
degradation (through reduced losses of forest resources to meet fuelwood requirements).
 Community sensitization. Ensure that women in general, and FHH in particular, are
explicitly included in the community awareness-building program aimed at expanding
connections. The proposed focus on productive uses of electricity should address genderdifferentiated opportunities for using electricity for productive purposes.
 Support women's entrepreneurship in project areas. One way to develop women's
entrepreneurship in the energy sector is to enable women to be trained as installers and
maintainers of equipment (e.g., solar panels and related equipment) at the village level,
and to strengthen networks of spare parts, supplies, and other needs, so that this can be
sustained at the village level over time. This helps to combine two key objectives: (i)
providing electricity to an un-served area; and (ii) providing income-generating
opportunities for women (and men) at the village level in the sector. Enabling villagers to
use electricity for directly productive purposes (grain mills, pumps, motive power,
refrigeration, small-scale machine tools) builds income-earning opportunities and makes
it easier for villagers to afford the electricity they consume.
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Suggested Areas of Gender Integration in Sector Analysis and Operations
Issue Area and Key
Instruments
Energy Sector (in
general)

Electricity SubSector

Traditional Energy
Sub-Sector

Household
Willingness and
Ability to Pay

Gender Analysis informs Sector
Diagnostics
 Men's and women's needs for and uses of
energy differ, reflecting differing
responsibilities. Women have primary
responsibility for household tasks,
including cooking and food preparation.
 Energy for household needs, especially
cooking, insufficiently documented or
addressed in policies and programs.
 “Double workday” time burden for
women.
 Men and women have different
responsibilities for energy provisioning in
the household (wood fuel provisioning).
 Gender differences in sector employment
and career development opportunities.
 Importance of the demand side: who uses
electricity, for what, and how paid.
 Gender differences in household ability
and willingness to pay.
 Men and women have different priorities.
 Productive uses of electricity: support
both men's and women's businesses.
 Men and women have different
responsibilities for energy provisioning in
the household (wood fuel provisioning).
 Energy for household needs, especially
cooking, insufficiently documented or
addressed in policies and programs.
 “Double workday” time burden.
 Gender differences in income-earning
opportunities, in access to resources, and
in control of resources, translate into
differences in both willingness and ability
to pay for energy (and other) services.

Actions to Prioritize in Program in Response to
Identified Issues
 Document men’s and women’s different roles in
the economy and household.
 Document men's and women's differences in
priorities and needs for energy services.
 Prioritize investment in alternative energy sources
to meet domestic needs (clean cooking fuels).
 Provide business and other support services in
conjunction with electrification to stimulate
greater demand for electricity and to facilitate
affordability.
 Invest in energy services that alleviate drudgery
of domestic tasks (mills, motive power, laborsaving devices/appliances).
 Address gender differences in sector employment
and career development.
 Strengthen employment opportunities for women
(and men) in the sector.
 Invest in labor-saving technology, including
focused on household tasks.
 Analyze household ability and willingness to pay
for energy services, to address genderdifferentiated opportunities/constraints
 Prioritize investment in alternative energy sources
to meet domestic needs, notably clean fuel for
cooking.
 Focus on improved use of existing biomass,
including through clean cookstoves and improved
access.
 Support new generation of improved cookstoves.
 Analyze HH willingness and ability to pay for
energy services from a gender perspective, with
explicit sex-disaggregation of data and results.
 Incorporate these results into tariff policy and
mechanisms aimed at supporting connections.

Gender-Sensitive Indicators in Results
Framework to Measure Outcomes
 Change over a baseline in access to electricity
(disaggregated by sex of HH head, where
feasible).
 Access to mechanisms (subsidies) aimed at
meeting connection costs, disaggregated by sex.
 Change over a baseline in access to "clean
cooking solutions" and modern cooking fuels.
 # improved cookstoves distributed (REDD).
 Change from a baseline in time allocation for
domestic tasks, including fuel/water fetching and
food processing and preparation.
 Employment/job creation targets in sector
institutions and investments disaggregated by sex.
 Change over a baseline in access to electricity
(disaggregated by sex of HH head, where
feasible).
 Access to mechanisms (subsidies) aimed at
meeting connection costs, disaggregated by sex.
 Disaggregated data on HH willingness and ability
to pay for energy services.
 Change from a baseline in time allocation for
domestic tasks, including fuel/water fetching and
food processing and preparation.
 Access to motive power, including for domestic
tasks (labor saving technology).
 Disaggregated data on HH willingness and ability
to pay for energy services.

x

Issue Area and Key
Instruments
Productive Uses of
Electricity

Gender Analysis informs Sector
Diagnostics
 Economic opportunity differs by gender.
 Refrigeration (cold chain) key for women.
 Tailoring and use of motive power.

Gender, Energy,
and Climate
Change

 Bring to light differential impacts of
climate change on men and women.
 Understand differences in needs for and
uses of forest (and other environmental)
products by men/women.
 Recognize differences in men's/women's
ability to respond (adaptation).
 Identify gender differences in
vulnerability.
 Women not present in dialogue, policymaking.
 Differences in access to benefits.
 Gender analysis to inform targeting of
communities and households to benefit
from rural electrification.
 Gender differences in environmental and
social impacts of transmission line
(livelihood and property losses).
 Gender differences in access to
compensation to offset impacts (targeting
of household heads).
 Gender differences in priorities and uses
of electricity at HH and community level.
 Differences in ability and willingness to
pay.


PRETD

Actions to Prioritize in Program in Response to
Identified Issues
 Understand gender-based differences in economic
opportunities.
 Focus on appliances/motive power that women
would prioritize.
 Support inclusive measures for productive uses.
 Support sex-differentiated diagnostic of impacts
of climate change, and strategies for adaptation
and mitigation.
 Capture gender differences in the way forests and
forest products are used.
 Identify different sources and uses of forest-based
income.
 Address biomass fuel needs in the context of
forest protection.
 Promote new generation of improved stoves and
access to labor-saving technology to alleviate
domestic tasks.
 Gender-sensitive ESIA analysis of impacts.
 Gender-informed design of resettlement and
compensation mechanisms (not just household
represented by their head).
 Gender differences in needs for and uses of
energy services to inform sensitization programs
and prioritization of electricity uses in public
spaces and within households.
 Provision of gender-inclusive business and other
support services to promote demand.
 Community sensitization around benefits of
gender-inclusive access to electricity services.

Gender-Sensitive Indicators in Results
Framework to Measure Outcomes
 #&% of male- and female-owned businesses
supported by access to electricity.
 Income earned by men and women w/ access.
 Changes in demand for electricity.
 Changes in affordability of electricity.
 Track the extent of gender equity in climate
change-related benefit-sharing arrangements.
 Track male/female participation in communitylevel stakeholder engagement.
 Increase in # of improved cookstoves distributed.
 Change from baseline in time spent collecting
fuelwood.
 Change from baseline in exposure to IAP.
 Focus on gender equity in tracking the
distribution of benefits from climate-related
adaptation and mitigation activities.





 # and % of FHH and MHH electrified.
 Economic opportunity and jobs created by
electrification, disaggregated by sex.
 # and % of men and women receiving
compensation and/or resettlement support, based
on ESIA identification of needs.
 Track business support services provided to men
and women to engage in income-earning
activities following electrification.
 Measure impact of sensitization programs on
men/women access to key uses of electricity, i.e.,
TV vs. refrigerator.

Key: HH = household; F/MHH = Female/Male Headed Household; ESIA = Environmental and Social Impact Analysis; REDD = Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and
Environmental Degradation.
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Côte d'Ivoire Energy Sector Gender Profile
I

CONTEXT AND PURPOSE

A

Country Context

The Bank prepared a Country Gender Profile (CGP) for Côte d’Ivoire in 2015 (AfDB 2015a). According to that profile, Côte d’Ivoire is emerging from an acute crisis that marked the country for
over a decade, with violent social, political and military conflicts that resulted in significant human
rights violations, and loss of livelihoods. Today, the political and security situation is gradually
returning to normal. The peaceful holding of legislative and local elections in April 2013, and Presidential elections in 2015, marks the restoration of the institutions of the Republic.
Côte d’Ivoire's population was estimated at around 22.67 million in 2014. The population growth
rate has fallen somewhat from 2.98% in 2000 to an average of 2.6% up to 2014. Nonetheless, this
growth rate is high compared with the regional average. Population dynamics are driven by a relatively high total fertility rate (5 children/woman in 2010), and a high proportion of people born
outside Côte d’Ivoire, which accounts for more than 26% of the total population. Urbanization is
increasing alongside population growth, rising from 43% in 1998 to 48% in 2007 and 50.3% in
2014 (GoCI 2014).
Table 1.1: Structure of GDP

Source: Yembiline et al. 2015:6.

The Côte d’Ivoire Country Note prepared for the 2015 African Economic Outlook (Yembiline et al.
2015) points to vigorous recent economic growth. Growth in 2014 was strong, as it was in the two
preceding years, estimated at 8.3%. It is anticipated that growth in 2015 and 2016 will remain at
similar levels. The evolving structure of the country's GDP is presented in Table 1.1. This economic
growth performance is underpinned by both domestic and external demand. In spatial terms, growth
has been uneven, and a significant challenge for the country is to enable growth to be sustained,
and for its benefits to be felt in rural and peri-urban areas. Employment is rising, but not at a rate
sufficient to absorb the large numbers of young people entering the labor force. Women, who have
long been victims of the country's conflicts, find it especially challenging to re-launch their economic activities. This gives rise to the need to give greater power to local institutions, while at the
same time building their managerial capacity to launch viable projects, and to speed up the access
of people at the local level to quality services. Côte d’Ivoire's diverse regions bring important assets

into play. The road network is better developed than is usually the case in Africa, and diverse agricultural eco-systems enable the country to cultivate agro-industrial products which are in heavy
demand on world markets.
The AEO note summarizes the situation in Côte d’Ivoire with respect to gender equality as indicated
in Box 1.1 below.
Box 1.1: The State of Gender Equality in Côte d'Ivoire
Côte d’Ivoire has ratified most of the international instruments relating to gender equality and prohibiting genderbased discrimination. A 2013 reform of the Family Law establishes a better balance of responsibilities between men
and women. Health is one of the basic rights guaranteed by the Ivorian constitution. However, maternal mortality
remains very high. This is one reason why the head of state decreed that, inter alia, health services for pregnant
women and children would be free of charge, and girls would have full access to information and services for health
and nutrition. In education, half of all women (51%) have had no schooling. About 33% of men complete primary
school compared with 21% of women. The Ivorian government has taken steps to achieve MDG 2 and 3. In the
2011-2013 programme, the share of girls at different levels of the school system is 49.3% in pre-school, 44.8% in
primary school, 39.1% in lower secondary, and 37.9 % in upper secondary.
Source: Yembiline et al. 2015:13 (translated from French).

B

Purpose of the Profile

The aim of this SGP is to identify where gender issues are important for the development of Côte
d’Ivoire's energy sector, and to articulate actions that can be undertaken to strengthen attention to
gender in sector policies and programs. Moreover, since the Bank is in the process of preparing a
sector investment project to provide electricity in the South West of the country and to electrify 252
rural localities, this SGP will, in Part IV below, seek to address gender issues as these relate
specifically to this project.
C

Methodology

This SGP was prepared on the basis of a two-week mission to Côte d'Ivoire in November 2015.
The team met with key individuals and agencies (see Annex 2 for the list of people met), and reviewed documents and associated research provided by these agencies (see Annex 1 for the bibliography and references). It is also based on participation in a preparation mission of the planned
Côte d’Ivoire Transport and Distribution Network Strengthening Project (PRETD) project, which
took place March 14-20, 2016. This will be discussed further in Section IV below.
D

Structure of the Profile

Following this introductory section, Part II presents basic data on the energy sector in Côte d’Ivoire,
including production and consumption characteristics, access and cost issues, the policy and
institutional framework, and key programs and projects in the sector. Part III provides a brief
analysis of the energy sector from a gender perspective. In view of the ongoing preparation of an
electricity sector investment project in Cote d'Ivoire by the Bank, the PRETD, Part IV briefly
reviews the goals and components of this project, and seeks to provide a gender perspective to
inform further preparation and appraisal of this operation. Part V presents the main conclusions and
recommendations of this sector profile. Annex 1 contains a bibliography of sources and references
consulted, while Annex 2 lists the people met during the preparation of this profile. Annex 3
summarizes the main elements of the PRETD Environmental and Social Impact Analysis (ESIA)
work, and Annex 4 outlines the guiding questions for the March 2016 preparation mission.
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II

THE ENERGY SECTOR IN CÔTE D'IVOIRE

The energy sector is critical to Côte d’Ivoire's socio-economic development. A 2009 WHO/UNDP
report on energy access in Africa more generally described the centrality of energy in the following
terms:
Energy deeply influences people’s lives. It is central to practically all aspects of human welfare, including
access to water, agricultural productivity, health care, education, job creation, climate change, and
environmental sustainability. Yet, millions of households in developing countries still lack access to modern
energy services that are affordable, clean, reliable, and safe, and pay high prices for poor-quality substitutes.
This situation entrenches poverty, damages health, constrains delivery of local services, increases vulnerability
to climate change, limits expansion of opportunities, erodes environmental sustainability at the local, national,
and global levels, and creates negative impacts on education and health (WHO and UNDP 2009).

A

Key Characteristics of the Energy Sector

Sources of Energy

Table 2.1: Sources of Energy and Shares in Total Production
(in Tons of Oil Equivalent, ToE)
Energy Source
Total Production
ToE Share
(%)
17.1 million tons of wood and
6.73
58.2
Biomass
111,000 tons of crop residues.
3.1 million metric tons
3.23
27.9
Crude Oil
1.434 billion cubic meters
1.43
12.4
Natural Gas
2,131 GWh
0.18
1.5
Hydroelectricity
Source: Raymond Kitandala, Sr. Power Engineer, AfDB, March 2016.

Côte d'Ivoire prepared a rapid assessment and gap analysis for the
energy sector as part of its work for
the Sustainable Energy for All
(SE4ALL) agenda (GoCI 2012).
The analysis indicates that Côte
d’Ivoire has four primary sources of
energy: hydro-electricity; oil; natural gas; and biomass. Provision of
primary energy in Côte d'Ivoire amounted to 11.6 million tons of oil equivalent (ToE), distributed
as shown in Table 2.1.
Production Systems
Côte d’Ivoire has 6 hydro units ("usines") with total installed capacity of 604 MW, and 4 thermal
power plants with installed capacity of 1,320 MW, for a total of 1,924 MW of installed capacity
(CI-Energies, Statistiques Electriques 2015). In 2015, Côte d'Ivoire produced 8,607.9 GWh of electricity, of which 872.3 GWh were exported, representing 10% of total production. Côte d'Ivoire
sold 5,934.8 GWh, or 70% of total production. Losses amounted to 30% of total production. The
sectoral distribution of final consumption of electricity in Côte d'Ivoire is as follows: the services
sectors: 36.6%; the residential sector 34.8%; industry: 26.4%; and agriculture: 2.1% (GoCI 2012).
Data on production of other sources of energy have not been provided by the country's energy
agencies, nor is there information on the shares of different energy sources other than electricity in
total energy consumption.
B

Access to Energy

The biomass sub-sector is the principal source of energy consumed, amounting to 70% of total
energy consumption in the country. Households have recourse to traditional stoves for cooking
which are not energy efficient. Access to energy for productive uses remains limited. There is little
mechanization in agriculture, and many industries in the country continue to use wood-based fuels
for heating (GoCI 2012).
CI-ENERGIES indicates that 77 percent of the Ivorian population lives in areas that are electrified.
As of December 31, 2014, 3,274 of 8,616 localities were electrified. The national electrification
rate (share of localities with electricity) is 38%; access to electricity, measured by the share of the
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population of Côte d'Ivoire living in electrified localities relative to the total population is 77%.
However, these aggregate data do not represent the effective rate of access to electricity.
UNDP/WHO data point out that only an estimated 25 percent of households actually have effective
access to electricity (Table 2.2). The 2015 household budget survey indicates that 46.2% of all poor
households use electricity for lighting, and 28.7% do so in rural areas (GoCI 2015:45).
C

Cooking Fuels

Table 2.2: Distribution of Households by Source of Power,
Residence, and Use of Cooking Fuels (%)
Urban
Rural
Total
n.a.
n.a.
25.0*
Electricity (% with
access)
31.4
0.3
13.8
Use of Modern Fuels 1/
68.6
99.7
86.2
Use of Solid Fuels 2/
39.0
4.8
19.6
of which charcoal
Sources: UNDP/WHO 2009.
1/ Includes electricity, gas, paraffin, kerosene.
2/ Includes firewood, straw/shrubs/grass, agricultural crops.
* Total represents actual connection rates, not the population
living in electrified zones. n.a. = not available.

While energy sector diagnostics and
strategies tend to focus on electrification, it is important to look at all sources
and uses of energy. Fuel for cooking is
one of the most critical energy needs for
rich and poor households alike. Biomass remains the predominant source
of fuel for cooking (Table 2.2). Estimates for uses of different fuels for
cooking vary: one source suggests that
around 20 percent of the population has access to butane gas for cooking (GoCI 2012). An estimated 62% of poor households use fuelwood for cooking (86% in rural areas), while in Abidjan
40% use gas and 42% use charcoal (GoCI 2015:45).
The government promotes the use of butane gas for cooking in households. However, overall access
to this product remains low, at 20% in 2010. This is due to the high cost and the geographic limitations of supply systems (GoIC 2012). Butane produced in the Abidjan refinery and the LION LPG
natural gas processing unit is of good quality. However, the imbalance between supply and demand
leads to shortages, which in turn leads to proliferation of small clandestine centres that degrade the
quality of the product. Biomass is available, but the combined effects of deforestation and climate
change oblige women and children to have to go longer distances from residential areas to collect
firewood. There do not appear to be data to confirm these impacts or to assess recent trends. Also,
the urban energy wood/charcoal supply system is not organized.
D

Costs of Energy

Electricity Connection Costs
Because connection costs are high, few households in rural and peri-urban areas have an electricity
meter. In these areas, a large cross-section of the population engages in the sublease of electricity
with high risks to security of persons and property. Data published by the Compagnie Ivoirienne
d’Electricité (CIE) show that the percentage of households with a subscription to electricity is
around 31% in 2014 (see also ANARE 2014 annual report). The mechanism that Côte d'Ivoire has
established to support lower-income customers meet the cost of connecting to the electricity grid is
summarized in Box 2.1.
E

Sector Institutional and Policy Framework

Key Actors
Côte d'Ivoire has numerous public, para-public, and private sector actors engaged in the energy
sector. Key among them are:
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Box 2.1: Facilitating Connection to the Electricity Grid
Pour l’électricité, le gouvernement a mis en place en 2013 un fonds revolving de 3 millions USD destiné à préfinancer le coût de raccordement des «populations moins aisées», et un kit «branchement social» pour les ménages
plus défavorisés. La contribution immédiate du demandeur est ainsi ramenée à 20 000 XOF pour un coût moyen du
branchement-abonnement de 85 000 XOF. Le bénéficiaire rembourse le solde 65 000 XOF préfinancé par le fonds,
en treize bimestres maximum à raison de 5 000 XOF par bimestre. Sur tous les sites où l’opération a déjà démarré,
3 124 nouveaux branchements ont été réalisés au cours du mois d’avril 2014. Quant au kit «branchement social»,
l’acquisition se fait en déboursant seulement un apport initial de 1 000 XOF. Le remboursement du solde de 149
000 XOF sera étalé sur dix ans, soit environ 3 836 XOF par facture (chaque deux mois) ou encore 47.94XOF par
kWh en plus sur le tarif (compteur à prépaiement). Le Programme national d’électrification rurale (Proner 2020),
adopté en juillet 2013, ambitionne de raccorder l’ensemble des 8 513 localités de plus de 500 habitants d’ici 2015,
puis la totalité des localités ivoiriennes d’ici 2020, pour un coût estimé de 220 milliards XOF. En 2013, 500 nouvelles localités ont été raccordées à l’électricité, portant le taux de couverture à 37%. Sur les 1 000 raccordements
prévus en 2014, seulement 200 l’ont effectivement été en septembre, à cause des problèmes financiers que rencontre
le programme.
Source: Yembiline et al. 2015:15.

Direction Générale de l’Energie (DGE) The DGE is housed in the Ministry of Mines, Oil and
Energy. It is responsible for the coordination and planning of the national energy policy, the development and the of legislation and regulation on electricity and renewable energies and the use of
energy resources management. It includes three directions: Rural Electrification Department, the
department of the mastery of energies and renewable energies, the department of the follow up and
energy regulation.
Autorité nationale de éégulation du secteur de l'électricité (ANARE), which is the regulatory
agency of the sector. It is principally responsible for ensuring compliance with regulations, arbitrating conflicts among actors in the sector, protecting consumer interests, and issuing operating
permits in accordance with statutory requirements.
Société des énergies de Côte d'Ivoire (CI-ENERGIES): CI-ENERGIES is responsible for asset
management and investments in the electricity sub-sector. It is responsible for managing stateowned assets in the sector, overseeing public works in the sector, and planning supply and demand
in the electricity sub-sector.
Compagnie Ivoirienne d'Electricité (CIE), which was established in 1990, is responsible for
production, transport, distribution and marketing of electricity in Côte d'Ivoire. It has a monopoly
for distribution and marketing of electricity in the country.
Sector Policies
Côte d'Ivoire developed a sectoral policy document in 2009. Sector goals have been set out in
successive national development plans, including the 2016-20 plan currently in effect. The focus
of the sector is on sustainable energy for all, energy efficiency, and expanding the use of renewable
energy. There is also recognition that gender inequality is an important factor affecting energy
access and the country's development prospects (Box 2.2).
Sustainable Energy for All
The objective is to meet national energy needs for high-quality and low-cost energy services, and
to improve coverage from 33% to 50%, and the rate of connection of low-voltage households from
25% to 40%. The Government's goal to electrify 200 localities per year has been maintained in the
2016-20 national development plan. In the short- and medium-term, people living in rural and very
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isolated areas will not benefit from the facilities offered by the electricity grid. Therefore, it is appropriate to explore supply from independent sources, especially renewable energy. Electrification
of 50 localities per year through photovoltaic solar PV systems will help to meet the primary needs
of the population (street lighting, community centres, health posts, schools).
Box 2.2: Accès inéquitable à l’énergie comme un frein à l’autonomisation des femmes et à leur pleine
participation au développement
Le manque d’accès à des formes modernes d’énergie, y compris l’électricité, la force motrice et les options de
cuisson affecte la croissance et le développement économique du pays, imposant de sérieuses contraintes aux
activités productives et ménagères des femmes. Le temps consacré par les femmes et les filles à l’accomplissement
de ces activités intensives en temps, induit des coûts élevés, tant sur le plan personnel que social, car elles se voient
privées de possibilités d’auto-perfectionnement et de contribuer au développement social, culturel, politique et
économique de leurs communautés. De plus, l’absence de services énergétiques modernes pour les activités
productives et ménagères imposent des restrictions à la production de revenus, à l’amélioration de la santé, aux
possibilités éducatives et à la protection de l’environnement. Alors que lorsque les femmes ont accès aux sources
d’énergie, cela peut être un facteur d’amélioration de leurs conditions de vie et d’existence. Les femmes ont un
faible accès à l’énergie principalement parce qu’elles sont de condition de vie modeste. Cette situation est due à la
persistance de normes et pratiques sociales stéréotypées qui entraînent un accès inégal aux opportunités et aux
ressources, et aux processus de prise de décision. Si les femmes n’ont pas un accès facile aux sources d’énergie au
même titre que les hommes, les conditions de leur autonomisation s’en trouvent négativement affectées. Par
exemple, dans les travaux domestiques, champêtres ou de transformation des aliments à des fins commerciales, le
travail des femmes africaines est particulièrement pénible.
Source: Oulotto, n.d.: 5.

Regional Policies
ECOWAS and WAEMU member states decided, in January 2006, to undertake an ambitious regional policy to increase access to modern energy services. This took the form of a "White paper"
produced with the support of the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) through its
Regional Poverty Energy Programme (PREP). The aim was to provide at least half the population
access to modern energy services by 2015: providing energy services to 36 million additional
households and to more than 49,000 additional localities, in order to contribute to poverty reduction
(N'Guessan 2012:i - ii). Côte d’Ivoire aims to be the leader in sharing of energy among the countries
of the sub-region, to meet 10% of the ECOWAS market (GoCI 2012).
F

Principal Projects and Programs

Côte d'Ivoire launched its Programme National d'Investissement à l'Accès aux Services
Energetiques (PNIASE-CI) in 2011, to cover the 2012-15 period.
The main objectives of the project are as follows:








Provide energy services to one million households by 2015.
Equip 2 450 school kitchens with cooking equipment using modern energy tools (500 biodisgestor units, 1200 butane modern cookers and 1500 solar furnaces) by 2015.
Maximize national LPG production.
Substitute LPG in the residential and tertiary sector in Abidjan in order make it more efficient for the Interior of the country.
Provide solar pumps to irrigate 3 000 hectares of market gardens.
Install 600 multi-functional platforms in localities isolated from the electric grid.
Install solar pump units in 580 boreholes/wells.
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The project has three main Table 2.3: National Investment Plan for Access to Energy
components. Table 2.3 shows that Services (PNIASE-CI), 2012-15
Component
# SubCost
% of
there is some attention given to
Projects
(US$m)
Cost
access to modern cooking fuels, and
Access to Electricity
8
251.29
72.0
the 2 sub-components include: (i)
Access to Modern
2
15.68
4.5
providing 500 school kitchens with
Energy for Cooking
equipment to use modern cooking
Access to Motive Power
3
69.05
19.8
Management
Costs
..
12.90
3.7
fuels;
and
(ii)
outreach
Total
Project
Costs
..
348.92
100.0
("vulgarisation") around the use of
improved cookstoves in rural areas. Source: N'Guessan 2012, adjusted by authors.
While these are, in themselves,
laudable, they also show the lack of (financial) priority given to this area, and the lack of attention
to effectively improving access to clean cooking fuels in both urban and rural areas. The motive
power component includes installation of 360 multifunctional platforms in isolated rural areas, at a
cost of $7.6m (11% of the component total), while distribution of cookstoves, at $11.1m, represents
16% of component costs. Together, these two components represent around 5% of total project
costs.
The technologies used for wood burning or charcoal making are very inefficient, which leads to
huge losses of energy. It is estimated that the widely prevalent use of three stones for cooking has
an output of between 5 and 10%. This means that at least 90% of the energy contained in wood is
lost. To remedy this situation, which also poses a health risk for women and children, the Government is considering several options, including promoting the use of improved cookstoves with
higher energy efficiency, which could reduce wood consumption by a factor of four, and the use of
butane gas (N'Guessan 2012).
Component 2 of the PNIASE-CI is to improve the accessibility of low-income populations to energy services though provision of improved cookstoves and butane gas (stoves and cylinders), and
promoting the use of biogas for cooking. Consultations conducted with the NMC helped identify
investment needs in the rural households and school kitchens (N'Guessan 2012:43-44). This subcomponent is designed to stop the harmful effects of indoor air pollution (N'Guessan 2012:47).
According to the Ivorian authorities, no implementation reporting or performance evaluation is
currently available for the PNIASE-CI project. Consequently, it is not possible at this time to assess
the extent to which elements of this project that are especially favorable to women -- provision of
improved stoves and multi-functional platforms, for example -- have actually been implemented.
To enable wider access to electricity, the Government has launched an "Energy for All Program"
(Programme Electricité Pour Tous, PEPT), which seeks universal access by 2020. It aims to connect
200,000 households/year, an increase by a factor of four. There are 3 levels of service provided,
which include connections, internal wiring, low wattage lighting, and metering with a service contract (Table 2.4).
Table 2.4: Service Levels for Electricity Access
Souscription
Coût total du kit en
en Ampères
FCFA
5
150 000
10-15
175 000
20-30
205 000
Source: PEPT.

G

Apport initial
en FCFA
1 000
20 000
50 000

Durée maximale de remboursement en années
10
5
2

Key Sector Issues and Challenges
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It takes more than electricity to make rural electrification successful
The literature on successful rural electrification emphasizes that, while access to electricity
transforms lives, other work is needed to ensure that transformation comes with opportunities.
Building on complementarity across sectors is an essential element of expanding demand for
electricity and other energy services, and strengthening the focus on productive uses (Box 2.3).
Moreover, expenditures on durable goods (i.e., appliances) represent less than 1% of household
budgets regardless of the poverty status of the household (GoCI 2015). This suggests that much
needs to be done to stimulate demand and strengthen affordability of energy services.
Box 2.3: Drivers of Successful Rural Electrification
Barnes and Foley point out, in their assessment of successful electrification programs, that providing an electricity
supply will only make a significant contribution to sustainable rural development when other necessary conditions
are present. Security of land tenure, availability of agricultural inputs, access to health and education services,
reliable water supplies, and adequate stable/durable dwellings are among the more obvious of these conditions.
Barnes and Foley note that if farmers are to invest in increased agricultural production, they must have access to
markets where they can obtain fair prices for their higher outputs. Families must have a level of disposable income
that allows them to place improved lighting, and ownership of TVs and other electricity-using appliances, among
their expenditure priorities. In addition, they point out, rural electrification only makes sense in areas where there
is possible demand for electricity-using services such as lighting, television, refrigeration, and motive power. This
suggests a need to focus on establishing and stimulating such demand, to ensure uptake of electricity introduced
into communities.
Source: Based on Barnes and Foley 2004.

There is a particular advantage to prioritizing public places (schools, health posts, community
centers) when expanding electricity access, as this is a means of broadening access within the
community. It can be linked with developing small business opportunities, i.e., cellphone charging
stations. In this respect, the idea to electrify key public spaces as a matter of priority would be a
welcome development from the standpoint of facilitating greater access by the poor and
underserved and as a means of increasing the potential pro-poor impacts of proposed interventions.
Getting connected
For many households, and certainly for all poor households, connection costs constitute the biggest
single obstacle to accessing electricity. It will be particularly important for connection costs and
tariff rates to be designed in a way that is explicitly pro-poor. The key issue identified is the inability
of households to afford and take advantage of available electricity for productive use due to: (i)
high connection fees; (ii) the perceived high cost of electricity that limits productive usage; and
(iii) insufficient sensitization about the benefits of electrification.
Affordability analysis for household grid connections
Côte d’Ivoire data show the high cost of connections, and how much of a barrier this is to access
electricity. The fact that, even with a subsidy scheme, poor households would need to borrow
money over 10 years just to get connected, is likely to remain a major obstacle to access. Moreover,
this illustrates what might be seen as a "Catch-22" with respect to affording electricity: if, at the
end of the entire process, a poor rural household has installed a "ready board" providing a minimal
amount of electricity essentially for lighting, there is little chance of that poor household being able
to use that electricity for "productive purposes," and thereby generate some or all of the income
needed to afford electricity in the first place. This in turn highlights the need to focus on productive
uses, and to see the affordability of electricity in the light of potential income-earning opportunities
that electrification can bring with it.
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Key sector challenges
The energy sector in Côte d'Ivoire faces several critical challenges. One is to expand effective access to electricity, and to strengthen the mechanisms already in place to lower the cost of connections. In this respect, enabling the private sector to play a larger role in sectoral investments is
critical. At the same time, it will be essential for the sector to focus on productive uses of electricity,
including by the poorest households, thereby both generating demand for electricity services and
improving its affordability.
The sector also needs to redouble its efforts to integrate clean cooking solutions, access to LPG,
and more efficient use of biomass to facilitate household access to cooking fuels. In this respect,
the Government of Côte d'Ivoire is candid about the challenges involved. Despite efforts to promote
use of butane gas and other biogas initiatives, most rural and peri-urban households have little
choice but to use wood fuel and charcoal for cooking. WHO has estimated that smoke from indoor
cooking leads to respiratory infections, and the Bank has estimated that indoor air pollution from
unimproved stoves and lamps leads to 600,000 deaths in Africa per year, mostly among women and
young children (AfDB 2015c:18).
The use of improved cookstoves is a suitable solution for rural areas in Côte d'Ivoire. This simple
technology facilitates less wood consumption, helps to preserve the forests, and saves human lives.
However, such cookstoves are more expensive than those using charcoal. It is important that the
government supports a portion of the costs (GoCI 2012). The wood and charcoal sector must be
assisted and organised to play its full role in meeting the energy needs of both urban and rural
populations. Key tasks are to improve charcoal-making techniques, to professionalize the sector, to
establish cooperative associations, and to modernize the wood industry.

III GENDER AND ENERGY IN CÔTE D'IVOIRE
A

Overview

This sector profile highlights two key dimensions of the access agenda. The first involves making
the push to expand electricity access to the 75% of people in Côte d'Ivoire without access more
gender-responsive by paying more attention to: (i) gender equity in developing access solutions
focused on the poorest and excluded; (ii) gender differences in end-uses of electricity, including
access to appliances supporting such different end-uses, and in opportunities and obstacles for
promoting productive uses of electricity; (iii) gender differences in determining households’
willingness and ability to pay for electricity; and (iv) capturing important gender differences in the
benefits from electrification, including improved security, and alleviating the drudgery of
household work. The second is the challenge of broadening the access agenda beyond electricity
by strengthening policy dialogue for clean cooking solutions for the 87 percent of Ivorians who
continue to use solid fuels for cooking, including but not limited to making clean fuels more
accessible, and focusing more on making better and more sustainable use of existing biomass at the
household level.
As is the case for infrastructure more generally, provision of energy services is not simply a
technical question. It requires, as argued in an insightful paper (Rojas and Lallement 2007),
“engineering with sociology.” It requires combining supply-side issues of technical design with
demand-side dimensions of who uses energy and for what purposes, how it is paid for, and what
impacts it has on individuals, households, and communities. In this respect, energy development is
not gender-neutral. It affects development processes and outcomes, economic opportunity, and
resource allocations, in ways that are often different for men and for women. Essentially, this is
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because men and women have different roles and responsibilities, and often face different cultural,
institutional, physical, and economic constraints (see AfDB 2015a).
Looking at energy through a gender lens brings to light the fact that men and women can, and often
do, have different needs for, and uses of, energy services. Undoubtedly, many uses and benefits of
energy access are shared by men and women. But it is also the case that men and women use energy
in no small part for entirely different purposes, reflecting their different roles in the economy and
in the household. At the center of a gender-informed understanding of the energy sector is the fact
that the roles and responsibilities of men and women in their households and communities differ,
and, where this is so, their uses of energy, and the benefits they derive from energy services, or the
costs they incur from the absence of such services, also differ. Of particular relevance here is that
women have primary responsibility for domestic tasks, sometimes referred to as “care work,”
(UNDP 2009, Budlender 2002), including water and fuel provisioning in their households, cooking,
and caring for children, the sick, and the elderly.
From the standpoint of the energy sector, focusing on household and domestic energy requirements,
including better use of biomass and access to clean cooking fuels, therefore has the potential to
bring multiple benefits to families, and especially to women in terms of improved health, time
saved, and expanded opportunities for engaging in income-generating activities. At the same time,
electrification can bring particular benefits to women within and outside the home. These benefits
include health, time savings, increased income, increased safety and reduced violence towards
women, and empowerment through greater access to media and education. Focusing on genderbased differences in needs for, and uses of energy, therefore needs to be at the core of energy sector
policy.
B

Summary of Key Gender Issues in the Sector

The linkages between gender and energy can be summarized in the following terms:
For the Energy Sector as a Whole
 Need for gender inclusion in sector policy-making, governance, and employment. Women
are largely excluded from policy-making in the sector, as well as from employment opportunities,
especially at professional/technical levels (engineers, electricians) in the key policy-making,
oversight, and operational agencies. Pro-active measures need to be put in place to ensure that
both men and women can inform policy making and that there are inclusive opportunities for
professional development of women in the HR policies of sector institutions. It should be noted,
however, that the situation in the energy sector is, in this respect, not necessarily any different
from what prevails elsewhere. Promoting gender inclusion in institutions of policy making and
governance is needed for the country as a whole, and not just in the energy sector.
 Women are both providers and consumers of energy. The gender division of labor assigns
the bulk of household (domestic) tasks to women. These include often spending considerable
time (and energy) in provisioning their households with fuel for cooking and other purposes,
which primarily involves fetching fuelwood. Since cooking is also primarily the responsibility of
women, they are also likely to be the principal consumers of energy at the household level. The
presence or absence of different energy services at the household level, including electricity for
lighting and other purposes, will therefore have a greater impact on women than on men.
 Men's and women's responsibilities and priorities differ. Men's and women's different
responsibilities in the economy and household mean that their needs for, and uses of, energy
services also differ. Whereas men may prioritize access to TV, women are more likely to
prioritize appliances such as refrigeration, grinding mills and motive power, that reduce the time
and drudgery of their domestic tasks. While there are undoubtedly many similarities in the ways
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in which men and women need and use energy, it is the differences in their uses of energy
services, in the benefits they derive from energy services, or the costs they incur from the absence
of such services, that need to inform sector investment priorities and program design.
For the Electricity Sub-Sector
 Focus on the demand side. There are undoubtedly gender issues in the area of electricity supply
(power generation and distribution in the narrow sense), as these relate to gender-inclusive
employment opportunities in the sector, and whether there are pro-active policies to facilitate the
hiring and retention of female professionals, especially at the technical level (engineers,
electricians). However, much of the rationale for looking at energy through a gender lens is on
the demand side−what happens once electricity arrives at the community and household: who has
access, what is it used for, and how is it paid for. Gender differences affect all of these areas.
Consequently, it is not appropriate for sector policy and programming in relation to electrification
to stop at the threshold of the household and to assume that intra-household dynamics are not of
concern when addressing issues of electricity access, uses, and affordability. Moreover, focusing
on the wider needs of both men and women in the household and the community is an important
way of stimulating demand for electricity.
 Gender inequality affects household capacity to meet connection costs and charges. This
matters both because these costs constitute a barrier to effective access to electricity, and because
they are integral to the problem of affordability. In Côte d'Ivoire, the data suggest that 77 percent
of the population live in localities that are electrified. However, as sector documents
acknowledge, the effective connection rate is nearer to 25 percent. It is likely that a genderinformed understanding of obstacles and opportunities in the sector might shed light on ways of
narrowing this gap in planned electrification investments, and would in any event provide a more
rigorous foundation for gender-inclusive targeting of energy access initiatives.
 Household ability and willingness to pay. It is necessary to examine household willingness and
ability to pay for electricity (and other energy) services in Côte d'Ivoire, as analysis of this kind
generally underpins the setting of tariffs and other pricing policies in the sector. This matters
because gender differences in access to and control of resources, including cash incomes, affect
both of these variables. It can be argued that men may be able to pay (because they control the
resources of the household) but unwilling, whereas women may be willing to pay (for electricity
services they would like to access) but are unable, as, compared with men, they often have less
access to cash and less control over household expenditure priorities. It is neither appropriate nor
accurate to analyze these variables only at the aggregate level of the whole household. Interviews
during the mission indicated that poor households already pay a not insubstantial share of their
consumption budgets for energy (batteries, candles, kerosene ...), sums which are likely to be
higher than would have to be paid to afford electricity. Indeed, according to the 2015 ADER, the
predominant form of lighting in African homes is kerosene (paraffin), which costs poor households $100 for the equivalent of a kilowatt hour — more than 100 times the cost of lighting in
wealthy countries (AfDB 2015c:18).
 Productive uses of electricity. Discussion of electricity access often does not pay sufficient
attention to the issue of productive uses of electricity, let alone to gender-based differences in
opportunities and constraints with respect to such use. Productive uses matter because they
provide a way for people in electrified areas to earn income from having electricity available,
which can contribute significantly to improving affordability. It will be important to identify the
different income-generating activities men and women undertake once they have access to
electricity. Appliances such as refrigeration for ice-making and preserving food overnight support
income-generation. Energy access also allows for businesses and restaurants to be open for longer
hours after sundown, and enables the use of ceiling fans and entertainment such as TVs and radios
for customers.
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For the Traditional Fuels / Biomass Sub-Sectors
 Clean Cooking Solutions. The focus of energy sector policies and programs is almost
exclusively on provision of electricity. This is in marked contrast to the fact that, in Côte d'Ivoire,
it is estimated that 70 percent of total energy consumption is biomass, and that less than 14
percent of Ivorian households have access to modern fuels for cooking. Biomass (wood and
charcoal) is mostly used for cooking, which is largely women's responsibility, as is the task of
provisioning the household with fuelwood. Moreover, electricity is rarely used for cooking (even
among the wealthiest in the income distribution), and is therefore not a substitute for other
cooking fuels. The detrimental impacts of traditional cooking fuels (wood, charcoal, animal
waste, etc.) have been documented extensively (see Akbar et al. 2011; Cecelski 2004; Köhlin et
al. 2011). A gender-informed understanding of the energy sector necessarily emphasizes the vital
importance of this sub-sector and the multiple benefits that accrue from focusing on ensuring
access to clean, reliable, and affordable cooking fuels.
C

Gender Inclusion in Sector Policy-Making and Employment

Data on men's and women's representation in sector institutions are scarce, and an effort needs to
be made by sector agencies to generate such data and examine their implications. It will be
important for sector institutions to undertake a more comprehensive assessment of HR needs and
opportunities in this respect, to enable them to propose activities that would explicitly support
females to enter into the workforce at all levels. This is especially the case for promoting
professional opportunities for women in engineering and other high-skill areas.
D

Productive Uses of Electricity

Why do productive uses of electricity matter from a gender perspective? One way of understanding
productive uses of energy is to identify the different income-generating activities men and women
undertake once they have access to energy. The use of appliances such as refrigeration for icemaking and preserving food overnight is an example of an income-generating activity. Energy
access also allows for businesses and restaurants to be open for longer hours after sundown, and
enables the use of ceiling fans and entertainment such as TVs and radios for customers. Use of
solar PV systems in rural remote areas for lighting in SMEs is another example of productive use
of energy services.
As with household tasks, economic roles are also segmented along gender lines. In fact, women are
usually able to undertake economic activity only after or in conjunction with fulfilling their
domestic responsibilities. This has important implications for enabling women to benefit from
expanded access to energy for productive purposes. As more of their time becomes available,
women can benefit greatly from productive uses of electricity.
Kenya provides an interesting example of how electricity makes an important difference to labor
productivity and time use (Box 3.1). From their review of the experience of community-based
micro-grids in Kenya, Kirubi et al. conclude that access to electricity, in conjunction with
complementary infrastructure such as markets, roads, and communications, can contribute to
increased productivity in two key economic arenas of rural livelihoods: small and micro-enterprises
(SMEs) and agriculture. Productive uses of electricity appear central to achieving a high degree of
cost recovery, hence financial viability of rural electric micro-grids (Kirubi et al. 2008).
E

Impacts of Solid Fuel Use for Cooking
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The dominant role of women in domestic work Box 3.1: Micro-Grids Help Kenyan Artisans
reflects the “inside/outside” dichotomy referred to
in much of the gender literature, where men Use of electric sewing and ironing equipment
primarily have “outside” responsibilities beyond contributed to a 50–170% increase in per worker
productivity. But as the supply went up, prices
the household in the public (market) sphere, and dropped by 15–25%, depending on the item that
where women primarily have “inside” was being produced. As prices dropped, the
responsibilities within the household in the private volume of sales increased and the corresponding
(non-market) sphere. This distinction has particular growth in revenues ranged from 20% to 70%. The
significance for the energy sector, where, for impact of access to electricity can further be
appreciated when one considers the time and effort
example, much more attention is paid to “outdoor” required to perform a task central to the
air pollution, than is the case for “indoor” air productivity of a typical rural tailor: ironing a piece
pollution, to an extent that is out of proportion to of clothing. Roughly, it took 30 min to iron a
the disease burdens attributed to each of these risk typical men’s coat using an electric iron, but it look
factors. Because the task of cooking with solid 1.5 h to do the same job with a charcoal iron,
exclusive of the extra time and effort taken to
fuels falls predominantly on women, the health prepare and light the latter. Put differently, the 1.5
problems
associated
with
solid
fuels h taken to do a coat with a charcoal iron-box was
disproportionately affect women and very young enough to make one pair of men’s trousers using
children. The fact that women spend more time at an electric machine. Other factors being equal, this
home means that they are more exposed to the finding implies that for every three coats ironed
using charcoal iron, the tailor lost the opportunity
health and welfare consequences of the use of solid to produce two pairs of trousers. At a unit price of
fuels for cooking than men. The vast majority of Ksh500 (US$6.70) per pair of trousers, this
Ivorians (87%) continue to use solid fuels for translates to a gross opportunity cost of Ksh1,000
cooking. Traditional biomass such as wood, (US$13). The findings from carpentry and tailoring
charcoal, and dung is much more commonly used artisans demonstrate that availability of electricity
has the potential to transform rural SMEs in ways
in rural areas than urban areas. Since women bear that enabled increased productivity and value
a greater responsibility for fuelwood provisioning addition, thus boosting income generation.
at the household level, and for cooking and food
preparation tasks, they are more exposed to the Source: Kirubi et al. 2008:1211.
health and associated risks associated with indoor
air pollution. In Côte d'Ivoire solid fuel use is
estimated to cause 10,900 deaths/year of children under 5 (UNDP and WHO 2009). Women
therefore stand to gain the most from promoting “clean cooking solutions” and better use of existing
biomass. Analysis for the PNIASE-CI confirms the validity of these findings for Côte d'Ivoire (Box
3.2).
Box 3.2: Cookstoves and the PNIASE-CI
Currently, a large number of Ivorian households use fuelwood or charcoal for cooking. The cookstoves used are
rudimentary, and the energy source is poorly exploited with low efficiency. In addition, the incomplete combustion
of wood gives off a thick smoke causing many respiratory diseases, especially among children and women. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), nearly two million people die prematurely every year from
diseases attributable to indoor air pollution and the use of solid fuels. WHO estimates that women exposed to dense
indoor smoke are three times more likely to suffer from chronic bronchopneumonia than those who burn clean fuels.
Women and children also devote a considerable amount of their time to fuelwood collection. This puts greater
pressure on increasingly more scarce biomass resources. This in turn leads to behavior that raises the price of fuelwood, beyond the reach of low-income households. This situation is a source of underdevelopment especially for
women and children.
Source: PNIASE-CI.

According to the ADER 2015, around 700 million Africans live without clean cooking facilities.
The use of biomass — which remains Africa’s dominant energy source — poses both health and
environmental threats. Foraging takes up a disproportionate amount of time, especially for women
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and children (AfdB 2015c:18).

IV REVIEW OF THE TRANSPORT AND DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
STRENGTHENING PROJECT (PRETD)
The Bank is in the process of preparing and apprasing an investment project in the South West of
Côte d'Ivoire, focused on strengthening the electricity transport and distribution network in that part
of the country.
A

Objectives and Components of the Project

The overall goals of the project are to: (i) support the development of economic activities in the
country by ensuring a reliable supply of electrical energy; and (ii) improve the living conditions of
rural people by giving them access to electricity. The project has 2 main components: (i) provision
of electricity infrastructure; and (ii) project management. The first component comprises: (i)
construction of a 225/90/30kV station in Duékoué alongside which the Duekoue-Zagné 90 kV line
and restructuring the Duékoué and Zagné networks; (ii) expansion of the Soubré-San Pedro
transmission line with the extension of the San Pedro and Soubré stations; (iii) transformation of
Bingerville station into a source station; and (iv) the electrification of 252 rural localities. The rural
electrification sub-component is CFAF 25m (of a total project cost of CFAF 83m), i.e., 30%.
B

Gender Focus of the Project

The concept note of the project (AfDB 2015b) makes the following observations with respect to
its "gender impact":
During the construction phase, in an area of about two hundred kilometers in the west, a
large workforce will be needed, to be recruited from the youth of that area. Subsequently,
the availability of electricity will help develop the economies of these areas, especially in
the informal and handicraft sectors, and petty trading, where women and youth are the
principal actors. Electricity supply will provide many development opportunities such as
preservation of fresh foods, refrigeration of beverages, use of small machine tools for
woodworking, establishment of cyber-cafés, etc. Not least, through provision street lighting,
security will be improved.
Unfortunately, this statement raises several questions. The only explicitly gender-focused (or
more accurately "women-focused") statement is the unsubstantiated assertion that women and
youth comprise the principal actors in the areas of handicrafts and petty trade, and that they can
therefore be expected to benefit from economic development in areas that are electrified. Otherwise, the benefits outlined in this paragraph (youth employment, refrigeration, motive power, cyber
cafes, public lighting, and safety) apply to all people in the electrified areas. While it is important
to focus on the labor requirements of the project, including youth employment, it is equally important to focus explicitly on employment opportunities for women as well as for men, and to make
sure such opportunities are built into project design.
The expected benefits of electrification are based on assumptions, which are largely implicit. For
example, being able to conserve fresh produce and to refrigerate beverages assumes: (a) that the
businesses concerned can buy, rent, or otherwise acquire a refrigerator; (b) that the electricity supplied will reach their houses/businesses, i.e., that they will be connected, and that the associated
connection charges can be met (presumably out of future revenues of the business concerned); (c)
that the amount of electricity that will be supplied will be sufficient to meet the needs of the business
for refrigeration and that this can be done reliably, so that power cuts and product losses can be
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avoided -- it may also be necessary to ensure in so doing that other (basic) electricity needs of the
household and/or business are also being met, i.e., that the electricity supplied is adequate to meet
all (or a larger range of) needs; and (d) that the tariff structure and other costs associated with using
electricity for refrigeration by the business are such that this is indeed sustainably affordable by the
business/household concerned. These issues in turn raise the question of whether the project includes specific practical steps to ensure that the stated benefits can in fact be realized.
C

Brief Review of the Environmental and Social Impact Assessments

The Project concept note (AfdB 2015b) states that the Environmental and Social Impact
Assessments (ESIA) of this project have prioritized participatory processes as part of this work:
A participatory approach was prioritized during the ESIA studies. Forty-six public
consultation meetings took place the project area. All these meetings resulted in agreed
minutes signed by all stakeholders and added to the ESIA report. These meetings focused
on the objectives of the project, the needs for electricity, and people's perceptions of
electrification. Getting connected remains a real concern, and this will be discussed in depth
during the ESIA for the rural electrification component (Source: AfDB 2015b).
This statement makes no reference to the extent to which consultations were inclusive of people
otherwise left out: the poor, women. It also indicates that, while there is awareness of issues relating
to connections and their costs, this topic is to be addressed during the environmental impact
assessment of the rural electrification component, which, at the time of writing of this Sector Gender
Profile (SGP), is not yet available.
The PRETD has already been the subject of ESIAs in some areas (see, for example, Trachtebel
Engineering-GDV Suez, 2015a and 2015b). These ESIA documents contain a lot of information on
environmental dimensions, including extensive discussion of flora and fauna (notably birds) in the
project zones. However, the social analysis referring to population groups and activities in the
project zones is largely descriptive and is not sex-disaggregated:
Agriculture remains the main activity of the population and for the majority of household
heads (72%), compared to 10% in trade, 6% in handicrafts; 3% are salaried employees
(public and private), 1% of farmers and fishermen and 4% other (religious leaders, volunteer teachers of Koranic school, traditional healers, etc.)
The social impact it is concerned with relates only to identifying the need for compensation for loss
of buildings, land, and economic activity (crop cultivation) that are directly within the 40m wide
zone where the transmission lines will pass. Under the resettlement plan (see Annex 3 for more
detail), people will be given money to relocate, and it is said that they will relocate within the same
village/community. What is not said is where they will get the land from, whose land is it, or how
they can be certain of not creating land disputes if other members of the community own the land
on which people are to be resettled. No information is provided on the practical arrangements or
their suitability. For example, renters are to receive 3 months of rent as compensation -- but there
is no indication of what help they might need to find new lodgings in the same area, nor is there
any assessment of housing stock and availability in the affected area.
More troubling is that the ESIA explicitly states that the household is the unit of analysis for any
compensation required, represented by its head. Coupled with the absence of any sexdisaggregation of impacts (e.g., if it were to be women's plots that are no longer cultivable), this
means that women might not benefit at all from any compensation for livelihoods they might have
lost, if the compensation that is deemed appropriate is automatically paid to the (male) household
head. Similarly, the ESIA indicates that people losing land and buildings under the project will be
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compensated and relocated nearby. However, there is no discussion of land availability in proximity
to the areas that will be lost, nor of whether issues of ownership or disputes over land uses might
arise.
D

Electrification of 252 Localities

The project includes a component aimed at providing electricity to 252 localities. This component
represents about 30 percent of the total cost of the project. Discussions in the field in March 2016
provided important insights as to how communities perceive the benefits and potential uses of
electricity. There was considerable convergence and overlap across the communities visited with
respect to the issues raised, the concerns expressed, and the priorities articulated. Key insights from
the field discussions are summarized below.







Almost no households have access to electricity. With very few exceptions, none of the
households in the communities was electrified; even in the two villages visited near San
Pedro (Brazzaville and Touih), which are considered as having electricity, very few of the
people attending the community meetings had electricity. The existence of electricity in the
community is necessary, but by no means sufficient, to ensure effective access to electricity
by households. Accompanying measures, including broad sensitization as to the benefits of
electricity, support (subsidies?) for meeting connection costs--which, according to
communities, are very high, with some indicating costs of CFAF250,000--and specific
measures aimed at facilitating productive uses of electricity both to boost demand and to
promote affordability, are required.
How electricity has changed lives could not be ascertained. It was not possible to
ascertain how electrification had actually changed peoples' lives; instead, discussions
centered on how people thought electrification would change their lives once available.
Electricity is essential. All of the communities saw electrification as a necessity, as
fundamental to any kind of development. The language used spoke strongly of villages
coming out of obscurity (both literally and metaphorically), of joining the modern world
and entering the 21st century.
It was difficult for communities to be very specific about the benefits and uses of
electricity. Not having the experience of living and working with electricity, the
communities mostly had difficulty articulating what specific benefits would accrue to them
with electrification, particularly as concerns productive uses for income generation. Beyond
the obvious benefits of lighting (allowing, among others, children to be able to study in the
evenings), all the communities outlined the following key priorities for using electricity:
o Refrigeration: The importance of accessing refrigeration (chambre froide) was
emphasized everywhere, as this would enable women in particular to conserve
perishables (notably fish and vegetables), as well as cooked food that would allow
them to cook less frequently; it would allow restaurants (maquis) to serve cold
drinks; it would facilitate conservation of juices (bissap?) that could be made and
sold locally.
o Television: This was emphasized less as a means of entertainment (important
though that undoubtedly is) and more as a means of obtaining knowledge and
information, and being connected to the outside world, including beyond the
confines of the country.
o Computing and Communications: Mobile phones seem to be quite widespread in
the communities visited, though charging the batteries can be difficult and require
recourse to car batteries and other sources. Youth groups, in particular, emphasized
the benefits of electricity for computer use, for conducting business from the village,
and for having business services, such as photocopiers, that would enable villagers
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not to have to travel up to 30km on difficult roads to the nearest towns for such
services.
o Inclusion. Several communities expressed the view that the absence of electricity
leads business people, service providers, and other professionals to shun their village
and to move to towns or other villages where there is electricity. It was argued that
people would not want to invest in building a house in darkness, and that it was
difficult to attract teachers and medical personnel to live in villages where there was
no electricity.
o Security. Several of the communities visited suffered considerably from the
conflicts in 2003/4 and after the 2010 (?) elections. Consequently, concerns about
safety, the risk of banditry, and the proximity to the Liberian border were mentioned
in several communities. Electrification of public spaces would, they suggested,
improve safety, and have the added benefit of enabling people to see if there are any
snakes in the vicinity.
Electricity can alleviate women's domestic workload. Discussions with the communities
focused explicitly on the ways in which electrification could benefit the women of the
community, and, specifically, how electrification might contribute to alleviating the
drudgery of their domestic tasks. Communities (men and women) recognized that the
workload of women is usually much greater than that of men, when domestic tasks are taken
into account, and that an important benefit of electrification would be to alleviate the burden
of domestic work. Key ways in which this might be accomplished were identified by the
communities:
o Water. Access to clean water was an issue in most communities, requiring time and
effort mostly on the part of women. Having electric water pumps in the community
would make water more accessible, and was considered a high priority especially by
women's groups. It would be worth exploring further the linkages between
electrification and water provisioning, so that the PRETD, and other projects, would
work in close collaboration with projects aimed at providing water services to ensure
that these activities are undertaken together to maximize the benefits available to the
communities.
o Labor-Saving Devices. Women spend a considerable amount of their time grinding
corn, cassava, de-husking rice, and processing other agricultural products for daily
meals. This is estimated to take women several hours/day on average. Having access
to motive power in the form of grinding mills or de-huskers would make a
substantial contribution to reducing the time taken by women to accomplish these
tasks, freeing them up, inter alia, to engage in more directly remunerative activities.
Affordability matters. In all the communities, people expressed their determination that
they would be able to afford the electricity bills once connected. However, this is likely to
reflect an insufficient appreciation of the amount of money that might be involved, coupled
with a lack of realism as to the scope and nature of income-earning opportunities that might
come with electrification. It is difficult for people who have no experience of electricity in
their daily lives to conceive of specific ways in which electrification can be used to earn
income that is sufficient to pay for the volume of electricity that would have to be consumed.
In particular, there is little appreciation of the costs of running a refrigerator (continuously)
compared with lighting or television. Consequently, the importance of sensitization around
productive uses that both men and women can engage in, and accompanying measures to
support such uses (access to finance, product development, marketing and distribution
services) cannot be underestimated. The need to examine in depth household ability and
willingness to pay for electricity services, including differences between men and women
in these dimensions, is critical.
How communities prioritize matters. The team discussed processes of decision-making
at both community and household levels. In these resource-constrained communities, and
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in a cultural environment where men (husbands) are likely to be the primary decisionmakers, there is a risk that the needs and priorities of women, as and where they might differ
from those of men (to simplify: men might prioritize purchase of a TV over purchase of a
refrigerator), are subordinate to those of men, in such a way that the intended benefits of the
electrification project are not equitably shared or sufficiently inclusive. Here too,
sensitization and pro-active promotion of uses of electricity that are of primary importance
for women (while also beneficial to men) needs to be prioritized in the communities to be
electrified under the project.

V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A

Conclusions

Access to electricity remains limited, despite around 77% of the population living in electrified
areas. Connection costs remain a sigificant barrier, notwitstanding goverment programs to help to
reduce the costs. In villages visited in March 2016, almost no households were connected. As a
result, few communities have very precise ideas as to how to make the best use of electricity, once
connected, nor in what ways productive uses can be promoted. This means that the importance of
measures to accompany electrification that stimulate demand (see especially Box 2.3. above) cannot
be overstated. Biomass remains the most important source of energy in Côte d'Ivoire. This suggests
that more attention needs to be given to making better use of biomass and facilitating access to
clean cooking fuels.
Gender is important for energy sector policy and programs in three key respects. First, the push to
increase access to electricity, and especially to the 75 percent of the Ivorian population who lack
access, will benefit from paying more attention to gender equity in developing access solutions
focused on the poorest and excluded, and to addressing important gender differences in uses of, and
benefits from, electrification programs. Doing so will strengthen the poverty and inclusion focus of
the access agenda. Second, energy solutions for the 87 percent of the Ivorian population who
continue to use solid fuels for cooking are urgently needed, as is tackling the health and welfare
costs associated with solid fuel use. This means paying more attention – at both policy and project
levels – to the biomass sector and to supporting “clean cooking solutions.” Doing so will bring a
range of health, environmental, and energy benefits across many sectors. Third, even where energy
sector operations are not focused on power supply or clean cooking solutions, there are important
opportunities to promote greater gender inclusion in sector institutions and policy-making, and
greater responsiveness to where the constraints and priorities of men and women differ, including
through strengthening economic opportunities for women in the sector. Doing so will contribute to
meeting the Bank's goals of inclusive and green growth, as well as meeting targets for greater
integration of gender considerations into Bank-supported infrastructure operations.

B

Recommendations

For the sector as a whole


Pro-active measures need to be put in place to ensure that both men and women can
inform sector policy making and that there are inclusive opportunities for professional
development of women in the HR policies of sector institutions. Incorporate a genderfocused component into HR development policy and strategy, aimed at ensuring: (i) greater
opportunity for women professionals (engineers and technicians); (ii) greater gender
awareness of front-line staff working with clients/customers; and (iii) systematic awareness18









raising and capacity-building in key gender-focused cross-cutting issues, notably
HIV/AIDS and gender-based violence. It is also important for sector institutions to maintain
sex-disaggregated data on employment and career development opportunities for both men
and women in the sector.
Assess the dynamics of changing electricity consumption patterns. Government should
assess, as a core input into future tariff-setting policy, changes in electricity consumption
patterns resulting from past tariff increases. Disaggregating the analysis by sex within the
household would allow for an understanding of how consumption needs, and decisionmaking power, differ between men and women in the household.
Assess dynamics of household willingness and ability to pay. Conduct a study on
household willingness and ability to pay for electricity services, with an explicit focus on
poverty- and gender-related dimensions.
Impact on women's time use. Assess the impact of energy interventions on women's time
use and overall workloads (including domestic "care" tasks). This is important not only as
a means of capturing one of the significant, if largely invisible, benefits of energy
investments, but also because reducing women's overall time burdens is essential to
reducing poverty and promoting productive uses of electricity.
Evaluate the performance of key projects (PNIASE-CI, PEPT). Look especially at
results in inclusive electricity access, in providing multifunctional platforms, and in
expanding the use of improved stoves.
Fill key data gaps. Data are needed on: (i) household expenditures on energy; (ii) shares of
consumption by energy source; and (iii) sector investments by source.

For the PRETD









ESIA, Resettlement, Compensation: Undertake supplemental analysis of environmental
and social impacts, with a view to disaggregating impacts by sex, and identifying separately
where men's and women's livelihoods are affected and their needs for compensation are
specified. Avoid using the household, represented by its head, as the sole recipient of
compensation, and establish other payment methods that enable women to receive
compensation commensurate with losses incurred.
Electrification of Rural Localities: Ensure equity of access of female-headed households,
and women in male-headed households to connections, to electricity-using devices and tools
that respond to their different needs and priorities, including for alleviating the drudgery of
domestic tasks, and in supporting productive uses of electricity. Prioritize electrification of
public places to enable poorer and under-served members of the community to access
electricity, at least for critical services.
Female apprenticeships. Consider incorporating into the project a scheme to recruit and
provide technical support to women engineers and contractors in AfDB-funded projects
requiring such skills.
Focus on a wider range of household energy needs. Consider including a
biomass/household energy component in the support provided under this project, so as to
address a key dimension of gender-differentiated energy needs. A component of this kind
(improved stoves, better use of biomass, improved access to "clean" cooking fuels, such as
LPG), can have multiple benefits across many areas: poverty-reduction, time savings,
improved health (less exposure to indoor smoke and ARIs), slower environmental
degradation (through reduced losses of forest resources to meet fuelwood requirements).
Community sensitization. Ensure that women in general, and FHH in particular, are
explicitly included in the community awareness-building program aimed at expanding
connections. The proposed focus on productive uses of electricity should address genderdifferentiated opportunities for using electricity for productive purposes.
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Support women's entrepreneurship in project areas. One way to develop women's
entrepreneurship in the energy sector is to enable women to be trained as installers and
maintainers of equipment (e.g., solar panels and related equipment) at the village level, and
to strengthen networks of spare parts, supplies, and other needs, so that this can be sustained
at the village level over time. This helps to combine two key objectives: (i) providing
electricity to an un-served area; and (ii) providing income-generating opportunities for
women (and men) at the village level in the sector. Enabling villagers to use electricity for
directly productive purposes (grain mills, pumps, motive power, refrigeration, small-scale
machine tools) builds income-earning opportunities and makes it easier for villagers to
afford the electricity they consume.
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ANNEX 3: KEY COMPONENTS OF THE PRETD ESIA
The material in this annex summarizes the principal elements of the analysis contained in the
Environmental and Social Assessment (ESIA) of the PRETD operation (see: Trachtebel
Engineering-GDV Suez, 2015a and 2015b.)
Resettlement Plan
Les impacts de la phase de construction donnant lieu à réinstallation sont ainsi :
 La destruction de cultures vivrières et pérennes lors des activités de construction de la ligne, sur
un layon d’environ 8 m de large sur toute la longueur de la ligne ;
 La destruction des arbres/plantations de grande hauteur sur la largeur du couloir de 40 m, et audelà si nécessaire ;
 Le retrait involontaire de terres à l’emplacement des emprises nécessaires au projet : 10 m x 10
m pour les pylônes quadripodes ;
 Le dommage direct et certain pour les propriétaires de terrains nus lotis situés dans le couloir de
la ligne (qui ne peuvent plus construire, si l’interdiction est confirmée dans le décret de DUP ou
si l’opérateur ne le permet pas) ;
 Le dommage actuel, direct et certain pour les propriétaires d’habitations situées dans le couloir
de la ligne.
Les impacts de la phase d’exploitation donnant lieu à réinstallation sont ainsi :
 Limites au droit de propriété et d’usage du sol du fait des servitudes de passage de la ligne (restriction des possibilités de cultures de grande hauteur, pas de nouvelles constructions).
 5590 personnes ont été recensées dans les zones d’impact du projet. Cette population représente
1184 ménages, dont 488 ménages (2736 personnes) résident dans le couloir de la nouvelle ligne
HT Soubré-San Pedro (zone d’impact direct)
 Selon le RGPH 1998, les autochtones représentent moins de 10% de l’ensemble de la population,
tandis que les allochtones et les non nationaux représentent respectivement 48% et 42% de cette
population totale.
La grande majorité des chefs de ménage enquêtés (62%) affirment être propriétaires des logements
qu’ils habitent, contre 24% qui en sont locataires et 14% qui sont hébergés gratuitement.
L’unité de base éligible aux mesures de réinstallation est le ménage dans son ensemble, représenté
par le chef de ménage, constituant une unité administrative, comptable et de suivi vis-à-vis du processus de réinstallation.
Les ménages sont éligibles à la réinstallation dans au moins un des cas suivants :
 leur habitation, commerce, artisanat ou équipement est situé dans l’emprise de la ligne,
 leurs cultures sont situées dans l’emprise de la ligne,
 leurs terres se trouvent situées sur les emplacements des pylônes et/ou les pistes d’accès, leurs
terres sont surplombées par la ligne HT.
Sur cette base, la liste des personnes éligibles à la réinstallation comprend :
 488 ménages résidant dans le couloir de la ligne dont 322 propriétaires de bâti, 103 locataires et
63 hébergés-gratuits,
 529 propriétaires de bâtis ou constructions comportant un ou plusieurs bâtiments situés dans le
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couloir de la nouvelle ligne HT. Les bâtis sont plutôt concentrés dans les localités de Gnipi 2
(178 bâtis), Opouyo (164 bâtis), Meagui ville (107), Gnity Ecole (90) et Touih (83 bâtis).
 491 exploitants agricoles, pour une superficie recensée de 269,7 ha.
570 propriétaires fonciers (toutes catégories de terrains confondues) ont été recensés par les enquêtes socio-économiques. Il s’agit de manière générale de tous les propriétaires dont les terrains
seront surplombés par les câbles de la ligne HT. Parmi ceux-ci, on trouve aussi les propriétaires de
terrains nus lotis traversés par la ligne. La quasi-totalité des terrains nus identifiés n’est cependant
pas issue de lotissements approuvés par les services compétents du Ministère de la Construction,
du Logement, de l’Assainissement et de l’Urbanisme (MCLAU). Sur l’ensemble des 56 terrains
nus identifiés pour une superficie de 30 598 m2, seuls 18 (soit 32% des cas) sont issus de lotissements.
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ANNEX 4: GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR THE PRETD FIELD MISSION
MISSION CI-ENERGIE / BAD DANS LES REGIONS DES MONTAGNES DU 14 AU 21
MARS 2016 DANS LE CADRE DU PROJET PRETD
Guide d’entretien avec les autorités et personnes à rencontrer au cours de la mission
---------------------Les discussions avec les parties prenantes porteront sur les points suivants :
1. L’inclusion du genre dans le domaine de la prise de décision, de gouvernance et de
l’emploi ;
2. Les femmes sont à la fois productrices et consommatrices de l’énergie ;
3. Différences observées aux niveaux des rôles et priorités ;
4. Focus sur la demande de l’énergie ;
5. Les coûts et frais de connexion ;
6. La capacité et la volonté des ménages à payer ;
7. Utilisations productives de l’électricité ;
8. Solutions énergétiques pour une cuisson propre ;
9. Propositions visant le renforcement de la participation active des personnes en situation de
vulnérabilité et leur totale intégration ;
10. Les actions susceptibles de répondre aux besoins collectifs des personnes en situation de
vulnérabilité et pouvant être financées par les ressources du projet
L’inclusion du genre dans le domaine de la prise de décision, de gouvernance et de
l’emploi. Les femmes sont largement exclues dans le domaine de la prise de décision et des
opportunités d’emploi en particulier aux niveaux professionnel et technique.
Les femmes sont à la fois productrices et consommatrices de l’énergie. La division du travail
selon le genre assigne la majeure partie des travaux ménagers (ou domestiques) aux femmes. Ces
travaux comprennent souvent des dépenses énormes en temps (et en énergie) dans
l’approvisionnement des ménages en énergie pour la cuisson.
Différences observées aux niveaux des rôles et priorités. Les différences de responsabilité des
hommes et des femmes dans le pays et les ménages signifient que leur besoin en service énergétique
et utilisation de ces services sont également différents.
Focus sur la demande de l’énergie. L’une des principales raisons d’étudier la question de l’énergie
dans une perspective du genre, est d’aborder cette question du point de vue de la demande. Que se
passe-t-il dès lors qu’il y a de l’électricité dans la communauté et dans les foyers ? Qui y accède ?
A quoi sert-elle ? Et comment est-elle payée ? Toutes ces questions sont abordées de façons
différentes dépendamment de qui y répond.
Les coûts et frais de connexion. Ces deux questions sont très importantes parce qu'elles constituent
un obstacle à l'accès effectif à l'électricité, mais aussi parce qu'elles font partie intégrante du
problème de l'abordabilité.
La capacité et la volonté des ménages à payer. Il est nécessaire d’examiner la capacité et la
volonté des ménages à payer l’électricité. Les hommes peuvent en être capables (parce qu’ils
contrôlent les ressources du ménage) mais ils n’en ont pas la volonté, tandis que les femmes sont
disposées à payer (pour les services d’électricité pour lesquels elles aimeraient accéder à
l’électricité) mais elles n’en ont pas la capacité, étant donné que, par rapport aux hommes, elles
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disposent de moins de moyens financiers et contrôlent peu les priorités sur les dépenses des
ménages.
Utilisations productives de l’électricité. Les discussions sur l’accès à l’électricité n’accordent pas
suffisamment d’attention à l’utilisation productive de l’électricité, encore moins aux différences en
termes de genre en ce qui concerne les opportunités et les contraintes de telle utilisation.
Solutions énergétiques pour une cuisson propre.
L'objectif des politiques et programmes du secteur de l'énergie est presqu’exclusivement porté sur
l’approvisionnement en électricité. Ce qui est en contradiction avec le fait qu’en Côte d'Ivoire, on
estime que 70 pour cent de la consommation totale d'énergie est la biomasse. Celle-ci est
principalement utilisée pour la cuisson qui relève de loin de la responsabilité de la femme, de même
que l'approvisionnement du ménage en feu de bois. Une compréhension du secteur de l’énergie
dans la perspective du genre mettrait nécessairement l’accent sur l’analyse de ce sous-secteur et les
multiples avantages qui en découleraient notamment en se focalisant sur l’accès aux énergies
propres, fiables et abordables pour la cuisson.
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